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Visual Abstract. Fecal Aerosol Transmission of SARS-CoV-2

The presence of severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-�) in fecal material has raised the

possibility of viral transmission via a fecal–oral route. This study investigated whether SARS-CoV-�

transmission via fecal aerosols in the drainage pipe system may have been the cause of COVID-�� infection in

a cluster of 3 families living in a high-rise building in China.
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Abstract

Background:

The role of fecal aerosols in the transmission of severe acute respiratory

syndrome coronavirus 2 has been suspected.

Objective:

To investigate the temporal and spatial distributions of 3 infected families in

a high-rise apartment building and examine the associated environment

variables to verify the role of fecal aerosols.

Design:

Epidemiologic survey and quantitative reverse transcriptase polymerase

chain reaction analyses on throat swabs from the participants; 237 surface

and air samples from 11 of the 83 �ats in the building, public areas, and

building drainage systems; and tracer gas released into bathrooms as a

surrogate for virus-laden aerosols in the drainage system.

Setting:

A high-rise apartment building in Guangzhou, China.

Participants:

9 infected patients, 193 other residents of the building, and 24 members of

the building's management sta�.

Measurements:
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Locations of infected �ats and positive environmental samples, and spread

of virus-laden aerosols.

Results:

9 infected patients in 3 families were identi�ed. The �rst family had a history

of travel to the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-��) epicenter Wuhan,

whereas the other 2 families had no travel history and a later onset of

symptoms. No evidence was found for transmission via the elevator or

elsewhere. The families lived in 3 vertically aligned �ats connected by

drainage pipes in the master bathrooms. Both the observed infections and

the locations of positive environmental samples are consistent with the

vertical spread of virus-laden aerosols via these stacks and vents.

Limitation:

Inability to determine whether the water seals were dried out in the �ats of

the infected families.

Conclusion:

On the basis of circumstantial evidence, fecal aerosol transmission may have

caused the community outbreak of COVID-�� in this high-rise building.

Primary Funding Source:

Key-Area Research and Development Program of Guangdong Province and

the Research Grants Council of Hong Kong.
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Most authorities state that severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2

(SARS-CoV-�) is transmitted mainly by close contact and fomites (1–3). These

assertions are probably supported by the observed data (4–6). After the

detection of viral RNA and isolation of viable viruses from human feces (7–

9), the fecal–oral route of transmission has been suspected (10, 11). Zhang

and colleagues (12) reported the presence of SARS-CoV-� in anal swabs,

noting that in the later stage of infection, positive anal swab samples were

more frequent than positive oral swab samples. Ong and colleagues (13)

found positive test results from wipe samples from surfaces of bathrooms

used by patients with SARS-CoV-� infection. Virus-laden aerosols were

detected in a recent air sampling study in a mobile toilet room used by

patients at Fangcang Hospital (14). McDermott and colleagues (15) examined

whether fecal bioaerosols are a route of transmission for SARS-CoV-� in

hospitals.

Here, we report an outbreak of 9 con�rmed cases of coronavirus disease

2019 (COVID-��) between 26 January 2020 and 13 February 2020 in 3

vertically aligned �ats in a high-rise building (block X) in Guangzhou, China,

during a period of social distancing. Block X is 1 of 30 high-rise housing

blocks in a �-year-old private housing estate; it has 29 �oors. There are 3

apartment units, designated as �ats -01, -02, and -03, on each of �oors 2

through 28 (Figure 1) and 2 �ats on the ��th �oor, for a total of 83 �ats in the

building. Dried �oor drains have been a common hygiene issue that has led

to vertical transmission of SARS-CoV-� and SARS-CoV-� in similar high-rise

apartment buildings in southern China (16–19). In 2003, fecal aerosols were
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found to transmit SARS-CoV-� to more than 300 residents in the Amoy

Gardens outbreak (17). We took environmental samples and measured the

drainage air�ow dispersion of a tracer gas in block X to investigate the

potential for a fecal aerosol transmission route of SARS-CoV-�.

Figure 1. The block X outbreak and suggested transmission route.

A. Epidemiologic curve with patients from the same family shown in the same color. The possible infectious

period for each group of patients with the same symptom onset date is estimated to be from 2 days before

onset to their hospitalization dates. B. Floor plan for the second through ��th �oors of block X, showing

locations of bathrooms in -02 �ats. C. Suggested transmission route from toilet �ushing to the escape of gas in

the drainage system containing bioaerosols into the master bathrooms of the -02 �ats on the second to ��th

�oors. The dried-out water seals are shown with U-traps in red; escaped gas �ow in the drainage system into a

bathroom is shown by a red plume. Drawing is not to scale.

Download figure Download PowerPoint
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We �rst obtained the dates of symptom onset of the 9 residents with SARS-

CoV-� infection and the locations of their �ats within block X. The symptom

onset date was de�ned as the day when the �rst symptom (fever or cough)

was noticed by the patient. All infections were con�rmed to be COVID-�� on

the basis of throat swab and RNA test results. We collected demographic

data, travel history, exposure history, and other symptoms experienced by

the infected persons. We also collected a detailed site plan, �oor plans,

details of the drainage system on the basis of on-site measurement and

design drawings, and hourly weather data from weather stations close to the

site during the suspected infectious period (24 January through 6 February

2020). Closed-circuit television camera records from the 2 public elevators in

block X were reviewed to obtain the elevator usage pattern for 25 January

through 30 January.

Extended close-contact tracing and environmental detection were conducted

from 9 February through 19 February. Throat swab specimens were collected

from 193 residents and 24 management sta� in block X. From 11 February

through 19 February, 237 surface and air samples were taken from the

building. Viral RNA was extracted from the samples by using PureLink Viral

RNA/DNA kits (Invitrogen), and quantitative reverse transcriptase

polymerase chain reaction assays were performed with a China Food and

Drug Administration–approved commercial kit speci�c for SARS-CoV-�

detection (GeneoDX Biotech). The specimens were considered positive if the

cycle threshold value was 37.0 or less.
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Air�ow and dispersion tests were performed on 21 February by using ethane

as a tracer gas surrogate for virus-laden droplets in gas in the drainage

system. Tracer gas has been shown to be an e�ective surrogate for modeling

the spread of �ne droplets or droplet nuclei (20). About 3.0 L/min of ethane

was released into the drainage stack of the master bathroom in �at 1502 to

model the virus-laden droplets generated during the hydraulic interactions

of toilet wastewater and the stack. The tracer gas concentrations were

monitored in other master bathrooms by using a ��-channel multipoint

sampler and a photoacoustic gas monitor (Innova ����i and 1409;

LumaSense Technologies). In addition, computational �uid dynamics

simulations were performed by using commercial Ansys Fluent 16.0

software to estimate the air pressure in the bathrooms. On the basis of

�ndings from the 2003 Amoy Garden SARS outbreak (17), we expected that

some �oor drain water seals would be dry because residents do not often �ll

them with water. We also conducted a telephone survey of bathtub use

habits in the -02 �ats and found that some bathtubs must also have dried-out

water seals. We then compared the infection distribution pattern and the

measured tracer gas concentrations through the dried-out �oor and bathtub

drains in vertically aligned -02 apartments (Figure 1).

Role of the Funding Source

The funding source had no role in the design, conduct, and analysis of the

study or the decision to submit the manuscript for publication.

Results
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The estate comprises 3336 �ats with a total of 5800 residents in 30 high-rise

housing blocks. The chronologic sequence of events and our subsequent

investigations, as well as the epidemic curve for Guangzhou city, are

summarized in Supplement Figures 1 and 2. During the suspected infectious

period (24 January through 6 February 2020), the prevailing wind was mostly

northerly, with an average speed of 1.5 m/s (Supplement Figure 3). At the

time of infection, block X had 202 residents in 57 families and 26 �ats were

unoccupied (see Supplement Table 1 for more details). Public elevator

lobbies and a corridor connect the �ats on each �oor. Each of the -02 �ats

has 2 bathrooms.

Locations of the infected and noninfected families and the environmental

samples are summarized in the Table (for further details see Supplement

Figure 1 and Supplement Tables 2 to 4). The epidemic curve for block X is

shown in Figure 1, A. The infected families were all from vertically aligned

-02 �ats (numbers 1502, 2502, and 2702). Family A in �at 1502 was �rst to be

infected, with 2 elders showing fever and cough symptoms on 26 January,

followed by 3 younger family members with symptom onset on 29 January or

30 January. Four members of family A had traveled to the epicenter, Wuhan,

14 days before their �rst onset date, and the �fth member had traveled to

Jiangxi. They returned to Guangzhou together on 24 January. Family B (�at

2502) and family C (�at 2702) were both middle-aged couples, and they all

slept in their master bedrooms. Family B had their symptom onset on 1

February. They are most likely to have been infected by family A, whereas

various possibilities exist for family C, such as person C� being infected by a

member of family A or B and person C� being infected by C�.
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According to the epidemic investigations by the Center for Disease Control

and Prevention, families B and C had no travel history or close contact with

any other con�rmed cases, including family A members. In 2020, the

Chinese New Year holiday was from 24 January to 30 January, and families B

and C had stayed at home for most of that period. The 3 families did not

know one another, and they had not shared use of the elevators during the

possible infectious period. Moreover, 3 other block X residents had shared

the elevators with at least 1 family A member, but none had become

infected. Residents who used the elevator after members of family A might

also have been exposed via fomites or recirculated air inside the elevator, but

the exposure risks for the infected and noninfected families were not

substantially di�erent. For example, the ��-minute use exposure for family

B, family C, and 54 other families were 3.0, 16.0, and 5.4 person-times per

family, respectively (Supplement Table 6). In addition, family A members

wore masks on most occasions while using the elevators, and viral RNA was

not detected from the elevator button or air supply inlets.

Throat swab specimens from 217 other persons (residents and sta�) in block

X taken between 9 February and 11 February were all negative. Five

environmental samples from �at 1502 and 1 sample from �at 1602

Table. Summary of the Infected Family and Other Families in Block X*
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(unoccupied for more than 3 months before the outbreak) were positive

(Table) among a total of 166 environmental and 7 air samples collected from

11 -02 �ats and public areas from 11 February through 14 February. Sixty

surface and 4 air samples taken from other public areas of block X, elevators,

ventilation grills, and vent outlets on the roof all tested negative. The

detection of all positive samples from areas in master bathrooms, except 1

positive sample in the 1502 master bedroom, suggests that the master

bathrooms were the probable source and exposure venues.

A �-pipe system is used for drainage in block X, with 2 sets of individual

black water stacks, gray water stacks, and a vent in each of the master and

guest bathrooms. This means that the vertically aligned master bathrooms in

-02 �ats are connected by the drainage stacks and vent. There is a bathtub in

the master bathroom of each apartment but not in the guest bathroom. In

the master bathroom, U-traps act as water seals for the wash basin, �oor

drain, toilet, and bathtub. Water seals in U-traps are generally 75 mm in

depth and are expected to dry out in 30 days or sooner in dry conditions if no

water is added. A telephone survey (Supplement Table 5) revealed that

families in 11 of 16 -02 �ats, including the infected families in 2502 and 2702,

do not habitually use the bathtubs in their master bathrooms, which

suggests that these bathtubs must also have had dried-out water seals. It is

unfortunate that we were not able to determine whether the water seals were

indeed dried out in 2502 and 2702, because an immediate disinfection

campaign after the cases were discovered destroyed any evidence in those

�ats.
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To examine the possibility that bioaerosols entered the bathrooms from

drainage stacks, we continuously released tracer gas into the black water

pipe through the toilet in �at 1502 for 30 minutes at 1:00 p.m. on 21 February

while block X was still in quarantine. The doors and windows of the master

bathrooms in 1502, 1602, 2102, 2502, and 2702 were kept open. Substantial

tracer gas concentrations were detected in all the �ats we monitored: 1602

(bathtub drain and �oor drain, 559 and 94 ppm), 2102 (11 and 10 ppm), 2502

(27 and 20 ppm), and 2702 (597 and 587 ppm). Leaked tracer gas also was

detected in �at 802 (�oor drain, 1119 ppm) in a separate test when the water

seals of the upper �ats were present. These results demonstrate that the

drainage pipes in block X might serve as a transport route for bioaerosols

between the �ats. The variation in monitored concentrations is probably a

result of di�erences in the air pressures in�uenced by wind and �at location,

as well as pipe–drain geometry. Supplement Figure 4 shows the vertical

variation of negative pressure outside the -02 �at master bathrooms due to

wind. Each household decorated its own bathrooms, and variation in the

connecting pipes and water seal traps may have led to di�erent pressure

losses for the gas escape �ow in the drainage system.

Discussion

Our epidemiologic and environmental data indicate that the infection source

for patients in �at 2502 and possibly those in 2702 was probably the master

bathroom of �at 1502, and virus-containing fecal aerosols were probably

produced in the associated vertical stack during toilet �ushing after use by

the index patients. Yu and colleagues (17) found that large amounts of
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bioaerosols were generated in a similar high-rise vertical drainage stack as a

result of hydraulic interactions after the index patient �ushed a toilet in the

2003 Amoy Garden SARS outbreak, although the number, size, and virus

concentration in these bioaerosols remain unknown. Toilet wastewater may

contain feces, urine, and exhaled mucus from the index patients; 2.0% to

49.5% of patients with COVID-�� have had diarrhea (11), and viral RNA has

been detected in stool samples from patients (7, 8). The presence of SARS-

CoV-� in anal swab samples was also reported by Zhang and colleagues (12),

who also found that more anal swab than oral swab specimens were positive

in later stages of infection. In addition, SARS-CoV-� was isolated from a stool

specimen by researchers in China (9), con�rming the presence of viable

virus in the feces of patients with COVID-�� and its potential infectivity. High

sequence similarity between SARS-CoV-� and SARS-CoV-� has been reported.

A high viral load also has been detected in stool samples from patients with

SARS (21).

The 3 young members of family A, who slept in the master bedroom, are

suspected to be the index patients for family B, person C�, and possibly

person C�. When an index patient used and �ushed the toilet in the master

bathroom of �at 1502, the dried-out �oor or bathtub drain in the same

bathroom may have enabled virus-laden bioaerosols to leak back into the

room (Figure 1, C) as well as to other rooms connected to the drainage

system. Such a possibility is supported by 1 positive surface sample from the

master bathroom of �at 1602, and partly supported by the 4 positive surface

samples from the master bathroom in 1502 and possibly also the 1 positive

surface sample from the same �at's master bedroom. These positive samples
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were collected from frequently touched surfaces and the inner surface of the

wash basin's U-trap, as listed in Supplement Table 4. The positive samples

from �at 1502 also suggest that the hands of the index patients may have

been contaminated while using the toilet, but we cannot rule out the

possibility of touching deposited aerosols that re-entered the bathroom from

the dried-out drain. Furthermore, all surface samples from other public

areas were negative.

The same suck-in phenomenon may have occurred in other master

bathrooms in the -02 �ats. If another resident, for example from �at 2502 or

2702, happened to be in their bathroom at the same time the index patient's

toilet was �ushed, they may have inhaled some of the sucked-in bioaerosols.

The exact timing of toilet use by an index patient is unknown, but the

likelihood that 2 of the -02 families used their master bathrooms at the same

time is intuitively low. However, bioaerosols of su�ciently small size are

likely to be airborne in drainage pipes and vents for hours, and they can be

sucked into a bathroom continuously when relevant conditions are met, as

described later. The transient movement of bioaerosols in the drainage

stacks and vents may be the result of a buoyancy (chimney) e�ect, falling

wastewater, or both. The buoyancy e�ect may occur when the temperature

and humidity di�er between the air in the drainage pipes and the air in the

bathrooms. The stack and vent for the master bathroom are located indoors

in a service conduit in block X; even a small di�erence in air temperature

and humidity would cause a substantial stack e�ect because the “chimneys”

(that is, the vent and stack pipes) are nearly 90 m tall (Figure 2). However, the

exact location of the neutral level is unknown, although it probably is
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located below mid-height, because leaked-out gases were also detected in

�ats below 1502. Neutral level is where the pressures in the room and in the

chimney are equal (22).

Figure 2. Illustration of the buoyancy (chimney) effect, with inflows into the vent at lower stories

and outflows into the bathrooms at upper stories when the source bathroom is above (left) and

below (right) the neutral level.

The red and blue chimney arrows indicate the �ow of contaminated air in the drainage vents and branch

pipes. Red shading of bathrooms indicates the infection risk for the occupants; the darker the shade, the

higher the risk. Blue shading means no risk. The two drawings assume that all �oor drain water seals were

dried out. Left. Spatial infection pattern of the outbreak in the present study; the Heng Tai House outbreak

(18), in which a ��-year-old man in �at 13 on the ��th �oor was probably infected by 2 persons with con�rmed

COVID-�� who lived in �at 13 on the ��nd �oor; the Luk Chuen House outbreak (19), in which 4 �ats—���, 810,

1012, and 1112 on the seventh, eighth, ��th, and ��th �oors, respectively—housing a total of 6 persons with

secondary infection, were all linked to the index patient's �at—��� on the �th �oor—by interconnected vertical

drainage pipes; and the Amoy Gardens outbreak (spread in �at 7, block E) (16). Right. No outbreak has been

identi�ed so far.

Download figure Download PowerPoint
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In addition to the buoyancy e�ect, the suction �ow rate for each �at depends

on the negative pressure in its bathroom. Negative pressure may be caused

by the use of an exhaust fan or by a northerly wind that creates a wake �ow

when the bathroom has a window onto a balcony. According to the phone

survey (Supplement Table 5), only the occupants in �ats 2502 and 2702 never

open the window of their master bathrooms, and the use of an exhaust fan

might create a negative pressure and impose a higher fecal aerosol

in�ltration risk compared with the master bathrooms in other �ats.

Computational �uid dynamics simulations showed that the negative

pressure in the �ats may be as high as 16.8 Pa (Supplement Figure 4). Most

upper -02 �ats with dried-out traps probably have a similar risk for infection

if the wind or fan pressures are similar when the buoyancy (chimney) e�ect

is absent. When this sucked-in e�ect is combined with the stack (chimney)

e�ect, the uppermost �oors are the most “polluted,” which explains the

higher concentration measured on those �oors. The positive sample in

unoccupied �at 1602 suggests that the wind generated its negative pressure,

because its exhaust fans were probably not turned on at the time. It is

possible that bioaerosols sucked into the bathroom would deposit on some

surfaces and subsequently be touched by residents and spread to other

surfaces (23).

The bioaerosolization of wastewater mixed with urine, feces, and exhaled

mucus originating from index patients is suggested to be the source of

infectious bioaerosols in this outbreak. The production of fecal aerosols in

the drainage pipe is supported by a positive sample from inside the wash
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basin U-trap in the master bathroom that was detected as late as 19 February.

These bioaerosols probably entered some master bathrooms through dried-

out �oor or bathtub drains. The bioaerosols were generated during toilet

�ushing and then spread via the drainage stacks and vents with minimum

dilution. This behavior di�ers from that of expired jets or pu�s in open

space, where the concentration of virus-containing droplets rapidly

decreases as the distance from infected persons increases, because of jets or

pu�s mixing with room air. Thus, the concentration of virus in drainage

pipes can remain very high even after the virus travels a long distance. These

bioaerosols might be inhaled directly by a bathroom's occupants or be

deposited on room surfaces, which might later be touched by occupants.

With positive surface samples in the 2 master bathrooms (1502 and 1602), a

possibility exists of surface contamination by aerosols and subsequent

mucous membrane infection, rather than inhalation. Either inhalation or

fomite transmission of these fecal aerosols constitutes the route for the

respiratory infection. An investigation of the 2003 Amoy Gardens SARS

outbreak in Hong Kong (17) also suggested that SARS-CoV is likely to

transmit in the form of virus-laden fecal aerosols through exhaust air or vent

pipes. A fecal–respiratory route was also suggested for the 2003 Amoy

Gardens SARS outbreak (16). Those �ndings indirectly support the

conclusions of our study. Two other COVID-�� outbreaks involving vertically

aligned �ats also occurred in Hong Kong. In the �rst case, in Heng Tai House

at Fu Heng Estate (18), a ��-year-old man in �at 13 on the ��th �oor was

probably infected by 2 persons with con�rmed COVID-�� living in �at 13 on

the ��nd �oor. In the second outbreak, in Luk Chuen House at Lek Yuen
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Estate (19), 4 �ats in which the residents were infected—���, 810, 1012, and

1112 on the seventh, eighth, ��th, and ��th �oors, respectively—were linked

to the index patient's �at—��� on the eighth �oor—by interconnected vertical

drainage pipes; this case involved 6 patients with secondary infection.

However, in all these outbreaks, including the one studied here, we do not

have direct evidence for the presence of virus-laden bioaerosol of fecal

origin in the drainage pipe system, except for the positive surface samples in

the bathrooms.

Thus, the COVID-�� outbreak in block X may have been caused by fecal

aerosol transmission, on the basis of circumstantial evidence. To prevent

such transmission, bioaerosols can be controlled at the source by avoiding

any potential gas leaks from the drainage system to indoor spaces. For

example, to block fecal aerosol transmission, drainage traps, such as U-

shaped water traps, should not be allowed to dry out. Adequate hygiene in

sanitary drainage is known to prevent the transmission of diarrheal diseases

by the fecal–oral route. Our study also indirectly suggests the importance of

bathroom ventilation and hygiene, because toilet �ushing may generate

fecal aerosols (24). Further studies are warranted to examine the role of fecal

aerosols in the spread of SARS-CoV-�.

This article was published at Annals.org on 1 September 2020

* Min Kang, Yuguo Li, Jianfeng He, Jianjian Wei, Jun Yuan and Nanshan

Zhong contributed equally to this article.
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